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Before we get started

Most of the companies and organizations (big and 
small) somehow use social media already – mostly 
because „you should do that“

Most of them suck at it

The great examples are rather exceptions

Social media is often not enough connected to all 
the other aspects of your businesses

Social media is not „for free“: it takes time and it 
takes money. But it can definitely be ROI positive :)



Once upon a time … 2004



In just 10 years...

(obrázek via Tom Ollerton - @mrtomollerton)



Revolution?
Internet was different 10 
years ago, one huge 
dating site of kinds; with 
you „on-line“ identity, 
avatars and nicknames. 
There is no „on-line“ 
space today. You are one 
person, constantly on-
line...

Social networks keep 
alive connections you 
already have, every like 
means „I know you and I 
still care“.



Social capital
FB saves time. Really. It 
allows a truly „many-to-
many“ communication. 
Just keep the flow and 
you can keep a network 
of thousands alive.
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We use FB 
because of 
friends, fun, 
trivia, games... 
Everybody has 
their own FB. 
So which one 
is yours?
And what 
about the way 
FB is used by 
your target 
audience?



Few Facebook facts
Founded 2004
Translated in 80+ languages

Around 1,5 billion active users 
(more than 1,25 bilion on mobile)

936M logging daily
Income Q4 2014: $3,851 B

Doubling the share on the on-line 
ads market every two years

Share maximum price $86



Says it all



Who is the FB user (CZ)

13 – 17 years: 9,4% 
18 – 24 years: 25,4%
25 – 34 years: 28,2%
35 – 44 years: 19,9%
45 – 54 years: 9,2%
55+ years: 7,9%

women : men
    52,4  : 47,6

More than 50% of online population

(source: SocialBakers, Dec 2014)



Facebook users, really?



Text

Strategic thinking
Define your goals

You want to sell tickets?

Pump up the traffic of  
your site?

Active conversation?

Hire employees?

Look for “pirates” inside your inner circle and for 
influencers, people with wide existing social 
media following

Settle the responsibility

Do have a content plan that can be accessed / 
edited by everybody interested

Think „presence“ not „campaign“



Way too many companies believe that social media = „collecting 
Facebook likes → profit“



Text

Having external partners is 
not a crime, no! But...

Before you got bullshitted by 
self-proclaimed social media 

gurus, ask them:

1) How social media work for 
them?

2) do they know your 
industry?

3) what are their references?
4) what would they do as a 

step one?
5) what is their approach 

towards crisis 
communication?



Text

So called „zero variant“
What happens when people look for you on FB?

Finding un-official pages?

Getting no replies?

Minimizing possible damages?

Don't waste too much time with thinking about it. 
Basically anything will do. That's what most of you 
have anyway.

Be fast to answer

Doesn't make you really win, but the chances are 
you do not lose much.

It's cheap.



2 basic options to win on FB

1) winning through organic reach
– Takes a lot of time
– You must know very well your target audience
– You need Luck
– In the end, it's not for free anyway

2) performance model
– Based on paid reach
– You have to learn about FB Ads & analytics
– Outsourcing is less problem than in the organic 

way



Text

It is not because FB is evil

How many pages YOU like? 

Do people see my posts?

It is harder to get noticed



4 organic reach ingredients

Cool / humour part

Care / useful part

Trendsurfing

Personality / uniqueness

Listen first – join the conversation – let 
people tell your story – promote and sell 
afterwards!



Text

Be cool – but connect it with your brand

Example: BMW – or Epic bus ad

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=75F3CSZcCFs


Every status can be boring. Or not. This one says: Library is closed 
on Saturday.



Text

Having a great ad or contest is fine. Taking care of your clients 24/7 
actually makes them satisfied.

Story: O2, KLM



Text

Facebook is here and now – and this can be used for your own 
purpose. Memes? Hot news? Or just first snow in the city?



You've heard 'think out of the box' thousand times.
But actually it does really work.



Text

People want to connect with other people. We have had enoough of 
all the brand communication and we want something else.

Story: Makro Blogger, Vodafone Romania



People want to follow people



What do they want?

Find out and deliver in time!



Personal profiles simply work

5000 friends limit? So what. Turn on „Followers“. Much better reach 
than in case of Pages → Win



Groups can bring you A+ engagement

Using Facebook for discussions? Not really on Pages. Groups give 
you the true discussion and there are surely many film groups out 

there, very active. Create your own or join existing.



Use money – use it wisely



Why FB Ads are super cool

Not every ad is viral

Most of them is not – and it doesn't mean it doesn't 
work

Do not pay for fans – pay for real actions

You don't invest in a channel because it's cheap, 
but because it's efficient

You can target through interests, e-mails, phone 
numbers, website visitors, lookalike audience and 
more

Create mobile ads, use local awarness (where 
possible)

Use Power Editor



YouTubers – the Beatlemania of now

5 of 5 most influential celebrities for age group 13-
18 in USA? Vloggers!

Do you know people such as Bethany Mota, Smosh, 
Ryan Higa, PewDiePie?

There are local stars too. The chance is they 
actually do like movies, don't they?

Meet&Greet event that can bring thousands of 
fans? No problem. Check this – and we're a small 
country :)

What are you waiting for?



Listen to Gary!



Text

Jim Sterne: 
Social Media 

Metrics

Olivier 
Blanchard: 

Social Media 
ROI

Brian Sollis: 
Engage

Books – feed your head



Just look for „zbiejczuk“

    Thanks! Let me help you more :)

http://www.zbiejczuk.com
http://www.influencer.cz
http://www.babelguide.com
adam@zbiejczuk.com

http://www.zbiejczuk.com/
http://www.influencer.cz/
http://www.babelguide.com/
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